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Abstract: 
We examined sensitivity of the x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) to the local 
atomic arrangements in amorphous GaSb and nanoscale Ge. We demonstrate that XANES 
can be reliably used to obtain information about the local symmetry in these systems where 
lack of periodicity precludes the use of powerful diffraction methods. We used well-studied 
bulk amorphous GaSb as a reference to verify our approach and then extended it to matrix-
free Ge nanoparticles. We show that in small (~ 4 nm) Ge nanoparticles prepared by 
colloidal synthesis where there is evidence for structural disorder, the local tetrahedral 
(diamond-type) symmetry is still preserved out to the second coordination shell on average. 
We find the XANES data collected in transmission and optical detection modes for Ge 
nanoparticles show distinctive differences with the bulk samples and attribute this to particles 
size and surface effects. This approach is thus capable of delivering structural information on 
local symmetry, structure and morphology in nanoscale systems. 
 
Introduction 
Ever since the emergence of amorphous materials understanding their atomic structure and 
development of corresponding methods has received considerable fundamental and 
theoretical interest [1, 2]. A wide variety of x-ray and neutron scattering experimental 
methodologies has been developed that provided information required for structural analysis 
methods. Meanwhile, a number of theoretical techniques including the molecular dynamics 
quenching method [3-6], the WWW method [7,8], and several other improved activation-
relaxation techniques [9-11], were developed to simulate amorphous systems of different 
types for further theoretical analysis of their structural. However, even today when the field of 
experimental techniques for characterizing the structures of amorphous materials is 
advanced, it still retained several fundamental challenges. The traditional powder X-ray or 
neutron diffraction (XRD and ND) provide limited structural information due to the lack of 
long-range correlations. Methods based on analysis of pair distribution function (PDF) made 
significant progress [12-14], but serious difficulties remain in the analysis of polyatomic 
systems. Total scattering technique [15] can in principle yield information about both short-
range and long–range order, but experiments are challenging and significant problems are 
encountered when the system is complex involving many distinctive chemical sites. 
Crucially, majority of these problems are translated into characterisation of a relatively new 
class of non-periodic systems – nanomaterials where the size and surface effects [16,17] 
can affect sample morphology as well as phase stability and add further to the complexity of 
structural characterization. 
There are several alternatives to XRD and ND techniques for characterization of 
amorphous and nano-sized materials. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Raman 
are widely used for characterisation of nanoparticles. However, TEM and Raman suffer from 
the problem of sample annealing [16-21]. Furthermore, Raman data interpretation can be 
ambiguous due to difficulties in separating contributions from structural disorder and size-
related affects.  On the other hand, x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has long been 
recognised as a powerful alternative to diffraction and PDF based techniques because of its 
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sensitivity to the local structure [22-24]. Most importantly, XAS offers a potential advantage 
over PDF methods, when considering the site selectivity of X-ray absorption. Indeed, since 
the development of the modern theory of the XAS, the extended part (EXAFS, between 50-
1000 eV above an x-ray absorption edge) of the overall signal has been successfully used in 
characterizing both bulk [25-29] and nano-systems [30-35]. This success is due to important 
and unique structural information EXAFS can yield including coordination numbers, 
interatomic distances, dynamic and static disorder around specific types of atoms in a 
multicomponent system. However, while analysis of EXAFS is a powerful method of choice 
for structural characterization, it provides virtually no information about the local symmetry of 
disordered samples due to limited (usually to the first coordination shell) structural content. 
This limitation is due to higher degree of structural disorder and because of the short (few Å) 
electron mean free path of electrons with the energies in the EXAFS region. Furthermore, 
EXAFS analysis requires the model of the structure in question to be available in order to 
extract structural parameters. This makes it difficult (and in many cases impossible) to 
distinguish between metastable structures with similar (by ~0.1- 0.2 Å) local bond distances 
and coordination numbers when only first shell signal is available. In nanomaterials there are 
added problems of complex nanoscale morphology [36-38], possible contribution to the 
signal from metastable phases [16, 39, 40] and from surface effects. 
One portion of the overall XAS signal – the X-ray absorption near-edge structure 
(XANES, extending up to around 50 eV above an absorption edge) is frequently ignored as 
far as its structural content is concerned. At the same time, XANES is known to be very 
sensitive to the medium-range order and to the electronic properties of samples [41,42]. This 
is the consequence of the low kinetic energy of the photoelectron in the XANES region and 
hence relatively long electron mean free path [43,44]. This results in a significant contribution 
to XANES signal of multiple scattering effects that are sensitive to medium range order and 
can in principle deliver information about the local symmetry. Furthermore, the XANES part 
of the signal yields much higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to EXAFS and hence can be 
applicable, for example, to samples where satisfactory EXAFS data cannot be obtained.  
Until very recently, for most part analysis of XANES has been qualitative and based 
on experimental standards owing to the complexity of information contained in XANES [45]. 
Recent developments in computational power and of the codes capable of sufficiently 
accurate XANES calculations make it possible to obtain quantitative structural and electronic 
information from experimental data. The currently available packages that allow the 
theoretical XANES calculation includes those based on multiple scattering theory in muffin-
tin approximation (MTA) such as FEFF [46] and MXAN [47], those based on ground state 
density functional theory (DFT) such as WIEN2K [48]. DFT-based codes are computationally 
complex, while relatively fast and widely used MTA-based codes suffer from intrinsic 
problems associated with the approximation used. Since for the near-edge region, the 
energy of the photoelectron is comparable to the interstitial potential, the variation of 
potential in the interatomic space becomes crucial. Therefore, the less space is occupied by 
the muffin-tin radii, the more significant the errors associated with MTA calculations, which 
becomes even more of an issue for multiple scattering calculations. Thus, while MTA 
calculations may work sufficiently well for close-packed atomic systems (e.g. Cu, etc.) they 
become inadequate for covalently bonded open structures (e.g. Si, Ge, etc.). with the highly 
anisotropic charge density and relatively weak atomic scattering. In such a case recently 
developed FDMNES package [47] where in addition to MTA the finite difference method 
(FDM) is implemented resolves problems associated with MTA by using the local density 
approximation (LDA). Non-MTA XANES calculations has already been successfully 
employed on various glass and nano-systems [50-52] and FDMNES package had also been 
proved powerful form metallic [53] (in MTA mode) and metal oxide [54] (FDM mode) 
clusters. 
In this report we focus on amorphous GaSb (aGaSb), crystalline GaSb (cGaSb) and 
Ge quantum dots (QDs) to test sensitivity of XANES to the local symmetry. The aGaSb is 
used as a reference system since it has been previously extensively studied [55, 56]. 
Ge QDs, as group IV nanostructures that find potential application in multi-junction solar 
cells [57], photodetectors [58] and biological imaging [59]. These nanoscale systems show 
unusual optical [60] and structural [61] properties not found in bulk Ge, while the relationship 
of the light emission to the underlying atomic (and electronic) structure is of the fundamental 
interest in the field of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Here we also utilised the optically 
detected XANES (OD-XANES) to look at the link between the local structure and the optical 
emission behaviour. OD-XAS signal is obtained by detecting the X-ray excited optical 
emission (XEOL) intensity and can thus provide a direct link between light emission and 
underlying structure.  Furthermore, it has been observed [62-64] that in small nanoparticles 
the surface contribution to the Gibbs free energy may result in partial disorder and formation 
of metastable phases and there are virtually no experimental techniques that can give direct 




For the analysis of GaSb XANES we used the XAS data obtained previously [55]. The 
oxygen-free Ge QDs (hydrogen-terminated) were obtained through stain etching, where the 
commercial Ge powder by Sigma-Aldrich (>99.999%) was chemically etched in the solution 
of HF:H3PO4:H2O2 (15 mL:15 mL:0.075 mL, respectively). Following etching samples were 
transferred into silica capillaries in argon atmosphere and sealed to avoid exposure to air.  
XAS measurements for Ge QDs were carried out in both transmission and optical 
detection modes at beamline B18 of Diamond Synchrotron Light Source. Crystalline Ge 
(cGe) reference was measured in transmission mode, while amorphous Ge (aGe) reference 
was taken from previously reported data [65].The data were collected at Ge K-edge using Si 
(111) monochromator with the energy resolution ΔE/E=1.4×10-4. For the transmission mode 
detection, the ionization chambers were used to record the signal. The transmission mode 
measurement was carried out at room temperature. The OD-XAS experiments were 
conducted using X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) signal. The detection system 
consisted of a Triax 190 spectrometer equipped with a Synapse CCD and a Newport VIS 
Femtowatt photoreceiver. A Hamamatsu R3809U-50 MCP photomultiplier was used for low 
signal conditions. The light was delivered to the spectrometer using an optical fibre. All the 
optical detection experiments have been conducted at T = 100 K using a cryojet system to 
improve light yield. The X-ray absorption signal was recorded by detecting the variation of 
integral intensity of the XEOL within the peak region (Fig. 1a) as a function of excitation 
energy. The mechanism of the OD- XAS is briefly illustrated in Fig. 1b. Electrons are first 
excited from the core level to the continuum and then through a complex relaxation process 
decay back to the valence band resulting in XEOL. 
XAS data reduction and analysis were carried our using Demeter package [66]. The 
XANES spectra were calculated using FDMNES package [49]. The finite difference method 
(FDM) mode was used for XANES calculations. The cluster sizes used in XANES 
calculations were set to 3.0 Å (one coordination shell), 4.8 Å (two shells) and 7 Å (six shells), 
which includes 4, 29 and 71 atoms, respectively. The typical time scale for FDM calculations 
in parallel processing regime using five nodes for a 3 Å zinc-blende GaSb cluster was 
around half an hour. This increased to 2-3 days for a 7 Å cluster. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Crystalline and amorphous GaSb 
Bulk amorphous and crystalline were used as a reference to verify the capability of our 
approach to distinguish between two possible structural arrangements and to test sensitivity 
to the local symmetry. Samples of aGaSb are prepared by compression of cGaSb with the 
zinc-blende structure to above a structural transition, followed by fast decompression from 
the high pressure β-tin structure to ambient conditions [55]. Thus, potentially there could be 
two possible local configurations in the ambient amorphous phase: the metastable β-tin-like 
structure (Ga and Sb occupy 6-fold octahedral sites) and stable zinc-blende-like (Ga and Sb 
occupy 4-fold tetrahedral sites) structure. It has been shown previously from by EXAFS 
analysis [55] that the bond angle in aGaSb is close to that of the zinc-blende structure, 
therefore the tetrahedral local symmetry is expected. To test that this can be reproduced in 
XANES calculations, we constructed the two corresponding structural models (zinc-blende 
[67] and β-tin [68]) calculated XANES signals for both structures and compared the results to 
the experimental data for cGaSb and aGaSb. The results for this calculations at Ga K-edge 
for cluster size of 7 Å can be seen in Fig.2a. One can see that even with the largest cluster 
size only features A, B, C, D, but not feature E (that can just be seen) are adequately 
reproduced suggesting that larger cluster size is required in case of cGaSb. The difference 
can be observed (see features A, B, D and E) between calculated XANES signals for zinc-
blende and β-tin structures, with the zinc-blende simulated spectrum most closely 
corresponding to the experimental cGaSb data. This suggest that XANES calculations can 
reliably reproduce experimental data and distinguish between the phases. 
Next, we had a closer look at XANES signal from aGaSb (see Fig. 2b). The shape of 
the signal is very different from that calculated for the β-tin-like structure (see Fig. 2a, b) and 
is rather similar to cGaSb, except the features are less pronounced. The latter is related to 
the structural disorder in aGaSb. At this stage we can conclude that tetrahedral local 
symmetry corresponding to the zinc-blende structure is preserved in aGaSb, which is in line 
with the previous [44] EXAFS analysis. Furthermore, armed with a capability to calculate 
XANES signals as a function of cluster size, we can also examine the range over which the 
local symmetry is preserved. In order to do that we compared calculated XANES spectra for 
several different cluster sizes: 3.0 Å, 5.0 Å and 7.0 Å. One can see that the main features A, 
B, C and D (for aGaSb, feature E is missing in either experimental or theoretical spectra) 
observed both in cGaSb and aGaSb are only adequately reproduced for the largest cluster 
size of 7.0 Å (see Fig. 2b) indicating that the short-range order (SRO) is extending to 
between 5.0 Å and 7.0 Å. This indicates that numeric XANES analysis shows sufficient 
sensitivity to metastable phases and is capable of yielding information on the range over 
which the local order is preserved. 
 
Matrix-free Ge nanoparticles 
Having verified the methodology for numeric XANES calculations using a well-known 
system, we took advantage of the observed capabilities to study the local structure in small 
(~ 4 nm) matrix-free Ge QDs. Following the route for the bulk GaSb system, the XANES 
spectra were calculated for Ge clusters with different phases reported previously: diamond-
type tetrahedral (Dia) [62], body-centered BC8 [63] and simple tetragonal (ST12) [64]. The 
Ge-Ge first coordination shell distances in all these systems fall between 2.40 Å and 2.49 Å 
making it challenging to distinguish between the phases based on the first shell information 
derived from EXAFS. Following initial calculations for various cluster sizes, It was 
determined that the minimum cluster size of 7.0 Å is required in order to observe key 
experimental spectral features. The XANES calculation results together with the 
experimental cGe reference data are shown in Fig. 3a. It can be seen that the main features 
A, B and region C (designated with the green rectangle) observed in the reference XANES 
of cGe can be reproduced in the calculated spectra corresponding to diamond-type Ge 
cluster. However, for BC8 structure the shape of the white line is clearly different, while for 
both BC8 and ST12 structures any features in the region C are absent. These results 
provide a positive test of XANES calculations against cGe reference and suggest sufficient 
sensitivity to distinguish between the metastable phases. 
Following tests of calculations against a standard, we moved onto Ge QDs and 
analysed data collected in transmission and OD modes [69]. Transmission and OD-XANES 
spectra extracted from XEOL corresponding to the hydrogen-terminated Ge QDs are shown 
in Fig.3b. One can see that transmission and OD-XANES signals are very similar. When 
compared to diamond-type crystalline Ge reference (cGe, see Fig. 3b), the XANES spectra 
of the hydrogen-terminated Ge QDs are rather featureless suggesting a relatively high 
degree of disorder. However, features A, B and region C can still be recognized. A 
comparison with the tetrahedral (diamond-type) amorphous Ge (aGe) reference [56] 
indicates similarity with the hydrogen-terminated sample. However, XANES of aGe 
reference sample is practically featureless except for the white line peak A, compared to the 
signal from cGe reference. For the hydrogen-terminated Ge nanoparticles feature B is visible 
in transmission, but less so in OD mode, while region C feature can be observed (although 
quite weak) along with the main feature A. These observations indicate that hydrogen-
terminated Ge nanoparticles retain some degree of local order compared to the aGe 
reference. It is also clear from OD-XANES data that a pure Ge diamond-like structure is 
responsible for the light emission in the hydrogen-terminated sample.  
To further explore the extent of local order in the hydrogen-terminated sample, we 
carried out numerical XANES calculations for diamond-type Ge (cGe) structure, utilizing the 
sensitivity of XANES to the local environment demonstrated in case of GaSb. Cluster sizes 
3.0 Å (only the first coordination shell), 4.8 Å (two shells) and 7.0 Å (six shells) were used for 
XANES calculations (see Fig. 3b) and the results are shown in Fig. 3b. One can see that 
cluster size of 3.0 Å is sufficient to reproduce aGe signal, while at least 4.8 Å cluster size is 
required to reproduce main features (A, B and C) observed in the hydrogen-terminated 
sample. Calculations for 7.0 Å cluster reproduce not only all the main features, but also their 
position on the energy scale. These results suggest that the local diamond-type symmetry is 
retained at least out to the second coordination shell in the hydrogen-terminated Ge QDs. 
This is consistent with our previous findings (using a combination of OD-EAXFS and 
molecular dynamics simulations) showing that optical emission in hydrogen-terminated Ge 
QDs comes from the disordered surface layer (~ 5 Å in thickness) [60].  
Thus we show that key spectral features can be adequately reproduced by XANES 
calculations using FDM mode in FDMNES. However, one can see that in case of Ge QDs 
the intensity of the white line (feature A in Fig. 3b) is not accurately reproduced for XANES 
signal collected transmission and OD modes. We believe that the origin of this discrepancy 
lies in the influence of particle size and surface effects on the electronic density of states 
above the Fermi level. In particular, it has been pointed out that hydrogen surface bonding 
has been found consistently to broaden and reduce the intensity of the white line in a 
number of catalysts [70]. This reduction has been attributed to a combination of the lattice 
contraction for small nanoparticles and of electron transfer from hydrogen and the effect on 
the electron density of states above the Fermi level. Furthermore, the feature C in in OD-
XANES of Ge QDs appears to be less pronounced than that in the transmission data (see 
Fig. 3b) and accompanied by slightly more depressed white line. This suggest that OD-
XANES signal is associated with the structure having larger degree of disorder and relatively 
perhaps a higher proportion of hydrogen than that associated with the transmission data. 
This hypothesis is consistent with our previous findings [60] where disordered surface layer 
has been suggested to provide crucial contribution to the light emission. This sensitivity of 
OD-XANES to a distinctive subset of structures compared to the transmission 
measurements requires further investigation. 
 In this work calculations have been carried out for crystalline clusters to simulate 
SRO effects and this is the origin of the discrepancies described above. Using crystalline 
clusters places limitations on providing meaningful numerical comparisons (using chi-
squared test, for example) between simulated and experimental data. Ideally, XANES 
calculations using a realistic (disordered and hydrogen-terminated) cluster are needed. Such 
calculations require an adequate initial model with an ability to iterate XANES calculations as 
cluster structure is changed until the best fit to the experimental data is obtained. We believe 
that today such methodology can potentially be implemented, for example, within the 
framework of existing codes (e.g. RMCprofile [71]).  
To summarise, we found that XANES shows sufficient sensitivity to the local 
symmetry in systems with large disorder to distinguish between a number of possible 
metastable phases and thus to determine the local symmetry. We also show that XANES 
signal strongly depends on the cluster size used in calculations, thus enabling to provide a 
numeric estimate for the extend of the SRO in amorphous and low-dimensional systems.  
 
Conclusion 
We demonstrated a XANES-based methodology to obtain information about the local 
symmetry in disordered systems and to discriminate between possible metastable phases. 
This methodology was tested on a well-studied system used as a reference – bulk 
amorphous GaSb. We further applied this methodology to a novel system – small matrix-free 
Ge nanoparticles. We used the data collected in an optically-detected mode (which allows to 
link directly the light emission with the contributing structure) and in a transmission mode. 
We also show that this approach can provide numerical information about the spatial range 
beyond which the local structural order is lost. We found that in hydrogen-terminated Ge 
nanoparticles OD-XANES signal can be satisfactory modelled based on the diamond-type 
structure with the local ordering extending to between 4.8 Å and 7.0 Å. Our findings suggest 
that numerical XANES calculations can be used as a tool to probe the local symmetry in 
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Figure. 1. (a) An example XEOL spectrum for hydrogen-terminated Ge QDs used to collect 
OD-XANES. (b) A schematic illustration of XEOL following x-ray absorption. (c) Atomic 
structure of diamond-type (Dia) Ge clusters used for XANES calculations. 
 
Figure. 2. (a) Ga K-edge XANES for GaSb compound at T = 78 K, together with the 
corresponding simulated XANES for zinc blende (ZB) and β-tin (BT) structures. (b) Ga K-
edge XANES of both crystalline and amorphous GaSb compounds at T = 78 K, together with 
the corresponding simulated XANES spectra where the calculation cluster was set to 3.0 Å, 
5.0 Å and 7.0 Å, respectively. The key spectral features discussed in the text are marked A, 





Figure. 3. (a) Comparison of XANES spectra for cGe reference and the calculated spectra 
for Dia-Ge, BC8-Ge and ST12-Ge with cluster size of 7.0 Å. (b) The comparison of 
transmission and optically detected XANES spectra for hydrogen-terminated Ge QDs, 
together with crystalline and amorphous Ge [50] references. Calculated XANES data for 
diamond-type cluster sizes of 3.0 Å, 4.8 Å and 7.0 Å are also shown. The key spectral 
features discussed in the text are marked A, B and C (marked with the green rectangle).  
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